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star names their lore and meaning richard h allen - this is the granddaddy of star folk lore it gives the star names and
meanings from various ancient cultures and does so in a scholarly fashion for those who have the astronomy app on their
smart phone could spend an interesting evening at night under the stars and works better than the submarine races line,
star names their lore and meaning by richard h allen - star names their lore and meaning the basic book of its field this
work covers star names the zodiac constellations folklore and literature associated with heavens this fascinating read is
solidly based on years of thorough research into astronomical writings and observations of the ancient chinese arabic
euphrates hellenic and roman civilizations, star names and their meanings allen richard hinckley - star names and their
meanings item preview remove circle star names and their meanings by allen richard hinckley 1838 1908 publication date
1899 topics constellations book from the collections of unknown library language english book digitized by google and
uploaded to the internet archive by user tpb partial list of authors, star names their lore and meaning catastrophism star names and their meanings by richard hinckley allen dover publications inc new york contents introduction but in the lore
and legends connected with its intelligent interest in the nomenclature and it archaeology of practical astronomy i submit it to
all lovers of the stars richard hinckley allen meadow view chatham new, history of constellation and star names westnet
- star lore enthusiast richard hinckley allen 1838 1908 richard allen was interested in astronomy from childhood he was born
in the village of manitowoc wisconsin where his father richard l allen purchased a large tract of land in the 1830 s, star
names and their meanings by richard hinckley allen - star names and their meanings ebookby richard hinckley allen if a
star has a proper name and most stars as bright or brighter than little dipper stars do have a name then this book will tell
you all about that name and its history in all languages that refer to it if you are looking for a boat name and want to be sure
the name, star names their lore and meaning richard hinckley - star names their lore and meaning in this regard the
book touches upon not only all of the constellations including many that long ago dropped out of star catalogues but their
important stars and such other asterisms as the hyades the pleiades the great nebula of andromeda and the magellanic
clouds, the history of the star fomalhaut constellations of words - star names their lore and meaning richard hinckley
allen 1889 it was hastorang in persia 2582 b c at the winter solstice and a royal star one of the four guardians of heaven
sentinels watching over other stars while about 500 b c it was the object of sunrise worship in the temple of demeter at
eleusis, vindemiatrix star the widow maker astrology king - 4 fixed stars and judicial astrology george noonan 1990 p 45
5 the fixed star health and behavior imbalance ted george and barbara parker 1985 p 78 79 6 star names their lore and
meaning richard hinckley allen 1963 virgo all fixed star positions are for the year 2000 add one degree per 72 years to
correct for precession
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